A special event for the newly published poetry book of Mrs. Lu’bat Vālā by the council of writers in exile was set on Saturday night. The book entitled: “Dar Fardā-yi Degar” is the fourth published book by Lu’bat Vālā and some of its poems are also published in English in different books. On this night Fakhri Nikzād, Shādāb Vajdi, Shivā Sheybāni, Shirin Razaviān, Jamileh Kharrazi, Sattār Laqā’i, and Nusrat Allah Sheybani talked about Lu’bat and her life’s achievements. Manuchehr Husainpour also read a message sent to Lu’bat by Hādi Khursandi. One of the attendances of the programme has written an article content of which are as follows:

It was a Saturday night and to escape from our loneliness we joined the circle of friends. The faces and the people had the colour of repetition of time their hearts were still full of love. There were a few who were not present due to the cruelty of time and they were missed. The most important thing was that they were all sitting around Lu’bat. Her son, daughter, grandchildren, son in law, daughter in law, friends, fans, all and all where gathered to be with her. Fakhri Nikzād, whose warm voice is still remembered by many of her admirers, spoke of few words in prais of Lu’bat.

Sattār Laqā’i with years of reputation in the press and journalism was reading from his heart felt notes. Jamileh Kharrazi went on the stage and gave a sentimental speech through which the warmth of her tears could be felt.

Shivā Sheybāni, became a little girl who was filled with a motherly love, a mother who was a poetess as well as a loving mother, she read a translated poem to Lu’bat.

The new English bride of Lu’bat read a few verses in English through which she was trying to blend with the culture and literature of her husband. Manuchehr Husainpour with some sweet words from Hādi Khursandi came to the stage and changed the atmosphere. ‘A li Tarshizi, Rāsti, Behruz ‘Abbasi, Mehrdad Badi’ and ‘Atā and Mehran gave everything they had as a gift to the night.